Stevedoring Superintendent

Florida Stevedoring, Inc
PortMiami – Port Everglades

Corporate Overview

Florida Stevedoring is the largest independent stevedoring company in South Florida managing cargo and passenger ships as well as marine terminals and warehousing at both PortMiami and Port Everglades. A family owned and operated business since 1970; Florida Stevedoring maintains long-term relationships with both local and global carriers as well as the shipping community. We strive to provide our customers with flexible and comprehensive services always maintaining high productivity levels, safely and efficiently. Florida Stevedoring is in its fourth generation of family ownership and along with our highly skilled and dedicated staff remains as the leading service provider in South Florida.

Summary

The Stevedoring superintendent’s primary role is to supervise vessel gangs efficiently and safely. Stevedoring superintendents shall work in conjunction with Stevedoring Manager and lead vessel planner in pre-planning, executing and completing vessel operations as directed.

Salary

$ 35,000 - $60,000 annually (depending on experience and qualifications)

Requirements

- Must have 2-5 years experience and working knowledge containerized vessel and shore-side operations
- Four (4) year college degree, preferably
- Must possess good communication skills
- Must be able to work in rotating shifts, days, evenings and nights

Physical Working Conditions

Must be able to work outdoors in climate variances known to be in South Florida and well as in areas where there are occasional high levels of noise.

Essential Duties

- Supervises advance-planning activities prior to commencing cargo operations
- Responsible for pre-checking berth conditions and work areas prior to commencing operations
- Ensure corporate safety policies are observed to safely and efficiently complete operations
- Supervise assigned labor during the course the cargo operation in accordance with the plan set forth
- Ensures that the vessel operations are performed in an accurate and timely manner by providing direction to their respective foremen, checkers, headers and other supporting cast which may be assigned.
- Instruct subordinates in safe working practices regularly
- Instruct subordinates in proper, standard operating procedures regularly
- Follows company management policies and procedures, collective bargaining agreement, and local practices in the application of supervising subordinates
- Must be able to identify and solve problems and issues of a routine or moderately complex nature
- Report problems and issues to appropriate Managers, especially when issues may adversely affect the operation
- Become lead point for any issue which may arise during vessel and related shore-side operations
- Other duties to be determined

NOTE: This job description is not all-inclusive and prospective employees may be tasked with other supervisory roles related to the employer’s ongoing marine terminal and vessel operations.

Please submit resumes via email to: resumes@farovi.com
NO PHONE CALLS